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Why is AMC so quiescent??

The Auriga-California Giant Molecular Cloud is noted for it's relatively low star formation rate, 
especially at the high-mass end of the Initial Mass Function. 

Harvey+2013:

“The cumulative mass fraction and the PDF for the column density are both qualitatively 
similar to other clouds for which they have been derived but may suggest that the AMC is 
dominated by lower column density material than other clouds with higher rates of star 
formation as suggested by Lada et al. (2009). The star formation rate in the AMC appears to 
be a factor of 20 below that in the OMC for typical stars, but an even greater difference exists 
at the high-mass end of the IMF.”

Let's study a high-mass core in the AMC..

We combine maps acquired by the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory's Multiwavelength 
Submillimeter Inductance Camera [MUSIC] in the wavelength range 0.92 to 2.10 millimeters 
with Planck and publicly-available Herschel PACS and SPIRE data in order to characterize the 
mass, dust properties, and environment of the bright core PGCC G163.32-8.41. 



  

Structure of the AMC
The AMC contains a central axial 
filament, similar to the noted Integral 
Shaped Filament in Orion A.

The LkHa 101 complex is the only 
concentrated region of star formation. 

G163-8



  

Star Formation

Two Young Stellar Objects are 
seen projected against the 
G163-8  core.

Detected by WISE, Spitzer, and 
Herschel.

Classification based on SEDs 
defined over 3.6 to 70 microns - 
Broekhoven-Fiene+2014.

Image:

Herschel 25/70/160 microns,
12.8' field - Harvey+2013

Class I/O 
[Embedded]

Class II
[CTTS]

G163-8



  

Filament analysis from Juvela+2012 
[Cold Cores III]

G163-8



  

CO line studies

Meng+2013 do not derive parameters 
for this core since it does not meet 
their requirement of having an isoline 
of 60% 13CO peak intensity confined 
to the 14' by 14' map area. 

Purple Mount Observatory 13.7m 
12CO(1-0), 13CO(1-0), and 
C18(1-0) line profiles.

13CO(1-0) contours over 
12CO(1-0) grey scale image.

Asymmetry



  

New Observations



  

MUSIC

MUISC is a large-format, multi-color millimeter and 
submillimeter-wavelength camera for astronomy 
using microwave kinetic inductance detectors 
(MKIDs)

Predicted (solid black) bandpasses and measured 
(solid red, green, and blue) bandpasses overlaid on 
an atmospheric transmission plot for the CSO with 
the median 1.68 mm of precipitable water vapor – 
Sayers+2010.

Inside the MKID camera cryostat. This 
shows the 4K radiation shield and the 
split section of the 50K shield (at bottom) 
– Maloney+2009.



  

MUSIC Observations

Observers: McGehee, Paladini, Pelkonen.

Support: Sayers, Golwala.

Dates: 29 August -2 September [second half nights], no data on 30 August due to 
fridge cycle crash.

Details: 

Remote operations. 

Planetary observations (Uranus) used for flux calibration, beam maps, and pointing.

Series of 10 minute duration 90 arcsecond Lissajous scans (array coverage is 14 
arcminutes).



  

MUSIC Maps
mJy/pixel SNR



  

MUSIC Maps
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MUSIC Maps
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MUSIC Maps
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Photometry



  

Photometry

Bolocam 1.1 
mm data from 
Harvey+2013



  

Photometry



  

Photometry



  

SEDs - compared to beta=2 
modified black body



  

In progress...

More work with with MUSIC maps:

Morphology and SEDs for western subclump.

Spectral index variation across map, after suitable SNR cut.

Characterization:

Mass

Gravitationally Bound?

Future star formation?

T/beta?
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